1. USING A SCREWDRIVER, ROTATE THE CAM CLOCKWISE UNTIL THE CAM PROFILE LOOKS LIKE THE PICTURE ABOVE (BASED ON HANDING).
2. INSERT THE CONTROL KEY INTO THE LFIC CYLINDER AND INSTALL PER INSTRUCTIONS.
3. WHEN INSERTING THE CYLINDER INTO THE LEVER, DO NOT FORCE! INSERT UNTIL THE FACE PLATE IS FLUSH WITH THE LEVER FACE.

[SEE PAGE 2 FOR 3495 TIMING INSTRUCTIONS]
3495 LEVER SET TIMING INSTRUCTIONS

1. USING A SCREWDRIVER, ROTATE THE CAM CLOCKWISE UNTIL THE CAM PROFILE LOOKS LIKE THE PICTURE (BASED ON HANDING AND INSIDE / OUTSIDE).
2. INSERT THE CONTROL KEY INTO THE LFIC CYLINDER AND INSTALL PER INSTRUCTIONS.
3. WHEN INSERTING THE CYLINDER INTO THE LEVER, DO NOT FORCE! INSERT UNTIL THE FACE PLATE IS FLUSH WITH THE LEVER FACE.
4. REPEAT STEPS 1-3 FOR THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE LOCK.

NOTE: BOTH CYLINDERS NEED TO BE INSTALLED FOR THE LEVER SET TO FUNCTION